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“You f*cking—it’s you, Mr. Collins?”

Jon immediately paled in fright as he gazed at the group of men in disbelief.

“Mr. Jung? Mr. Yeager? What are you all doing here?”

Jon and the other directors were beyond horrified.

“Hmph! The company would’ve been shut down if I weren’t here!” Sanford said
with fury.

“Huh? That can’t be, Mr. Collins. Why would the Charity Association be shut
down?”

Jon smiled sheepishly, not realizing that the man standing right in front of him
was capable of tearing the entire company down if he wanted to.

You’re all fired. You’d better prepare for all the investigations you’ll all be going
through!” Sanford said coldly.

Boom!

“What!?”

Jon and the other directors felt as though they had just been struck by lightning.

Sanford then turned to the four vice presidents behind him. “When this is all over,
we’ll have to resign and go through the investigations too.”



“We understand!” the vice presidents immediately agreed.

This was the best way for them to save themselves.

Jon and his team were even more astounded.

Who on earth is behind Morris Group that our president is voluntarily resigning?

“Alright, let’s go check the records! Stop dilly-dallying,” said Levi.

“Yes, Chief!”

Sanford and his men immediately lead the way.

Iris stared intensely at Levi.

He’s actually acting all tough.

The only reason why he got to put on such a show was because of Mr. Atkinson.

And they’re calling him Chief?

What a pretentious guy you are, Levi!

The truth unveiled itself not long after everyone arrived at the Charity
Association.

The one billion donation was indeed from Morris Group. It had nothing to do with
Triple Group at all.

“I believe I don’t have to tell you what to do next,” Levi remarked.

“Not at all, Chief! I’ll take care of everything!”



Sanford instantly arranged for an announcement to be made, confirming that it
was Morris Group that had donated the money.

Then, he contacted all the publishers and large media outlets to report Morris
Group’s acts of charity.

He also presented Morris its rightful award and certificate.

“I don’t actually need these things, but you’ll have to prepare them. They’re all
part of the legal process.”

Levi glared at Sanford, causing the latter to tremble in fear.

“By the way, let the world know that Triple Group never donated a single cent
during the charity gala,” the man instructed.

Triple Group’s thinking of gaining without even doing anything?

Like that’ll happen.

“Uhh…”

Sanford hesitated for a moment.

After all, Triple Group was a powerful foreign corporation.

This was certainly a tough matter to deal with.

“Hmm?” Levi hummed coldly.

“I’ll take care of it right away!”

Triple Group was nothing compared to this man, after all.



Very quickly, all the large media outlets began to ask the following: When will
Triple Group donate to the charity program?

Is it really for charity, or are they doing it just for clout?

Even the Charity Association confirmed what was going on.

Hence, the news quickly spread across North Hampton.

“So Triple Group is nothing but a scam? Didn’t they donate a billion during the
charity gala?”

“The guys from Triple Group are nothing but leeches! It was Morris Group’s
money and it ended up becoming theirs!”

“How shameless! They even slandered Oriental Star Group that night. What a
bunch of dogs.”

…

The tide quickly turned. Triple Group was now in crisis after having its reputation
destroyed.

Meanwhile, inside the office of Triple Group in North Hampton.

Horace Waller was smoking on a cigar while looking extremely grim.

“Something’s fishy. I discussed everything with Sanford Collins and bought over a
few of his vice presidents and directors. Why is this happening?”

Horace was puzzled.

At this very moment, someone from the Charity Association asked to meet him.


